2017 Specialty Championships
How much of the $2,700,000 in prize money will YOUR wrestler claim?
Here’s your chance to show off your wrestler’s specialty! The winners of each of these twenty titles will receive $100,000 in imaginary
money. Second place is worth $25,000, and $10,000 will be paid to all third place finishers. The names of all the champions, along with
the names of their managers, will appear in an upcoming bulletin and on our website at playiwa.com.
The winners will be determined by using a different position in each entrant’s strategy. For each title, a certain hold position (from 1 to
15) will be most important, another hold position will be second-most important, etc. For example, if the 7th position is the most
important for the Hardcore Specialty title and the 7th hold in your wrestler’s strategy is worth 30 points, he will win the title! If another
wrestler also has a 30-point hold in the 7th spot of his strategy, the second-most important hold position for the Hardcore title will be
used to break the tie, then the third-most important hold position, etc. The point flow of your entire strategy will act as a final tie-breaker
if needed.
To participate, neatly print your wrestler’s ID number on one of the lines below, and check the boxes next to the tournaments you want
him or her to enter. Enclose $1 for every two boxes you check (if you are sending six wrestlers after the First Blood title, the fee would
be $3). Send this form and your contest fees to us along with your league matches. We must receive your envelope by your league
deadline.
So go ahead. Secure the bragging rights. Hear the crowd chanting your name. Prove to the entire IWA that your athlete deserves special
recognition. And pick up a few hundred thousand imaginary bucks for your troubles. Sign up today!
Notes: You may enter as many of your wrestlers in as many Specialty title tournaments as you wish, but every two entries must be
accompanied by the $1 fee, and you may not enter the same wrestler into the same Specialty title tournament more than once. Entries
received without the proper contest fees are ineligible. The IWA is not responsible for late or misdirected entries. You MUST submit your
entries with your regular league matches since they will be processed at the same time.
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